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Overview of GAA SLOs

- **2013-14**
  - Teachers in Race to the Top Systems were required to report one Student Growth Measure for Teacher Keys Evaluation System.
  - GaDOE selected two standards for districts to choose from to meet this requirement:
    - Reading Literacy
    - Collaboration and Communication
  - A statewide rubric was developed and implemented at the district level.
  - SLO pre-test was administered in January.
  - SLO post-test was administered in May.
  - Results were added to electronic platform.
2014-15

- Teachers in Race to the Top systems had to report two Student Growth Measures
- Teachers in all other systems had to report one Student Growth Measure
- August-November GAA SLO Pre-Tests were administered
- May GAA Post-Tests were administered
Changes for 2015-16

• ONLY 1 element of a standard must be assessed
  – Kindergarten Reading Literacy states student must ask and answer questions about a story
  – You can now choose to either have the student ask questions OR answer questions

• Rubrics will be leveled
  – Rubric 1 is intended for students who need prompts
  – Rubric 2 is intended for students who do not require prompts

• Exemplars are available on Share Point
  – Scenarios and rubrics were developed by a task force and then reviewed by an expert panel of current GAA teachers
  – Tests were developed for Pre-K through 12th grade in both Reading Literacy and Collaboration and Communication
  – Designed to be “off the shelf” administration
  – MUST use the same standard and element for pre/post tests
  – Must use the same rubric for pre/post tests
Taking a Closer Look

- Rubric
3 Points, 2 Points, or Foul?

- Does the rubric address the standard?
- Does the rubric reflect students who participate in the Georgia Alternate Assessment?
- Can this rubric be used across students with varying degrees of disabilities?

3 Points= yes to each question

2 Points= yes to two questions

Foul= yes to one question or less
Middle School Example
3 Points, 2 Points, or Foul?

- Does the rubric address the standard?
- Does the rubric reflect students who participate in the Georgia Alternate Assessment?
- Can this rubric be used across students with varying degrees of disabilities?

3 Points= yes to each question

2 Points= yes to two questions

Foul= yes to one question or less
High School Example
3 Points, 2 Points, or Foul?

- Does the rubric address the standard?
- Does the rubric reflect students who participate in the Georgia Alternate Assessment?
- Can this rubric be used across students with varying degrees of disabilities?

3 Points= yes to each question

2 Points= yes to two questions

Foul= yes to one question or less
Time Out

• How many of you feel like your SLO was meaningful to your students?

• Discussion
Coach’s Corner

- Sharepoint Exemplars
- GAA Resource Board
- Teacher Pay Teacher
Sharepoint Exemplars

- Your Text here
Teacher Pay Teacher
Training Camp

- Elementary Exemplar
Training Camp

- Making the rubric work for your students
  - Different Texts
  - Different Questions
  - Various amounts of answers
3 Points, 2 Points, or Foul?